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Cheerful Thoughts to Start Your Day

It is hard to forecast, especially about the future.
Niels Bohr (often attributed to Yogi Berra)

There is always a well-known solution for every human problem – neat,
plausible, and wrong.
H.L. Mencken
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Introduction
• Constructing optimal portfolios under the original Markowitz process (1952, 1959)
requires the true distributions of future asset returns (mean, volatility, and
correlations).
– Investors don’t know the future with certainty. They only have estimates of what the
future return distributions will be.

• To the extent that the estimated future distributions and the true future
distributions are different, portfolio construction is subject to estimation errors.
• In the seventy years since the original Markowitz paper, four main approaches to
dealing with estimation error have emerged.
– Northfield has pioneered several of these techniques and has built several into our
current optimization software.
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Four Ways to Deal With Estimation Error
•

Augmented Objective Function
– We can add additional algebraic terms to the optimization objective function that
explicitly add in “the risk of being wrong”.

•

Resampling
– Do the optimization many times with random variations of the inputs and then average
across the many optimal portfolios to find a “good compromise”.

• Constraints:
– Simply force the portfolio composition to meet some set of prescribed rules with respect
to asset weights.
•

Bayesian Methods
– Adjust the return, volatility, and correlation input values to intentionally offset the
portfolio weight biases arising from estimation error.
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Augmenting the Objective Function
• Sometimes referred to as “robust optimization”
– Add additional algebraic terms to the objective function to represent the potential
wrongness in our return and risk estimates
– Ceria and Stubbs (2004), Goldfarb and Inyegar (2003), Haldorsson and Tutuncu (2004)
– Algebraically complex and paradoxically requires foreknowledge of the possible nature
of errors. Often trivial solutions in prac tic e.
– Usually maximizes the outcome under a worst-case scenario for estimation error, but
worst-case scenarios are rare. Nobody refuses to ever cross a street again because the
worst case is fatal.

• When problem parameters are estimated for finite intervals, portfolio weights are
also uncertain (prices move during the horizon period)
– Solution in Shah (2021), Portfolio Risks under Estimation Uncertainty and Price
Movement by Anish Shah :: SSRN which we will probably add in the future
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Resampling
• Add Monte Carlo-style random draws of perturbations of the return and risk inputs,
then solve for the optimal portfolio for each set of inputs
– Average portfolio weights across trials to form a best portfolio.
– Bey, Burgess, and Cook (1990), Gold (1995), and Michaud (1998)

• Optimal asset weights as ranges rather than point values
– Important implications for transaction costs and rebalancing

• Michaud method was previously included in the Northfield Optimizer for several
years.
– Works very well for asset allocation
– Can have complex interactions with cardinality constraints
– Controversy about efficacy for market neutral portfolios, Scherer (2005)
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Constraints
• Hard Constraints
– Violations easily defined and reported, ex-ante cost can be estimated
– Can be costly when constraints prevent portfolio compositions that would have been
better when estimation errors are low
– EIC and CAtt analysis can analyze ex-post costs

– Feasibility conflicts: “Max 20 assets with max asset weight 4%”
• The Northfield Optimizer allows three classes of constraints
– (1) Asset weights: Minimum, Maximum, No Buy, No Sell
– Absolute weights, benchmark relative, initial relative
– (2) Linear combinations of asset weights
– Industry, risk factor, alpha Min/Max, Long/short Leverage
– (3) Cardinality (non weight) constraints: Max number of assets, turnover limits
– Feasibility conflicts resolved by priority 1 (top), 2 (middle), 3 (lowest)
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Bayesian Methods
•

Bayesian methods are based on various applications of Bayes’s Theorem which is the
foundation of a whole branch of statistics, Bayes' theorem – Wikipedia.
– The basic idea is that you condition expectations not only on historical data but other
“prior beliefs” such as the cost of being wrong
– Wrongness costs are highest for extreme outlier estimates

• A popular example is Pascal’s Conjecture on the Existence of God
– Pascal argued that a wise man would believe in God even in the absence of proof
because the costs of believing in a non-existent God were much less severe than the
cost of not believing in an existent God (eternal damnation to Hell)
•

The Northfield Optimizer contains four different user-controlled routines that apply Bayesian
adjustments to input information about expected returns and risk in order to offset
estimation error bias in portfolio construction.
– One method adjusts risk inputs via Ledoit and Wolf (2003)
– Three methods adjust return input
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A Simple Example
• You are trying to form an optimal portfolio of three assets: A, B, and C.
– You have estimates of future returns, volatilities, and correlations
– You can solve the standard Markowitz optimization problem

• Whatever supreme being you might believe in turns up and says, “I won’t tell you
the correct input values, but yours are wrong”.
– At one end of a spectrum is where our input values are only off by a little, so the
Markowitz optimal weights are close to right.
– At the other end of the spectrum is the case where our input values are completely
wrong, in which case A, B, and C are all equally good (bad), suggesting an equal
weighted portfolio.
– The solution is blend of the Markowitz weights and an equal weights

• The Bayesian optimal solution depends on “how bad” you think your inputs are
which might be conditioned on information like the length of your historical data
sample or past performance of your forecasts
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Bayesian Approach to Risk
Northfield risk models are really good,
but if you want to modify them, you
can.
The system allows you to blend weights
(summing to 100%) on four different risk
assumptions:
1. The risk model should be used as is
2. Translate the risk model into a single factor
CAPM beta and specific risk
3. The forecast volatility of all assets is the
same
4. The forecast correlation across every pair of
assets is the same
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Bayes-Stein Return Estimation
Jorion (1985) method assumes covariance
information is certain, but returns are
uncertain.
Calculates an average return of risky assets,
then shrinks each return forecast toward
the average.
Relative degree of return shrinkage is a
function of asset return variance, so more
volatile assets are presumed more
uncertain.
Degree of shrinkage is also a function of
quality of information. There is less
uncertainty associated with larger data
samples.
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Alpha Scaling
Many quant firms incorrectly apply the alpha
scaling method in Grinold (1994) by using
cross-sectional data only, where Grinold
calls for both time series and crosssectional information (e.g. IC is security
specific).
This function corrects user alpha inputs that
are derived solely from cross-sectional
information
See Shah (2007), Alpha Scaling Revisited and
diBartolomeo (1998), Implementation of
Equity Return Forecasting Methods for
details.
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A Generalization of Black-Litterman
We also have a built-in function for direct
application of the Black-Litterman process
where asset covariances are assumed
certain and a known reference portfolio
(e.g. global market) is presumed meanvariance efficient.
Under these assumptions we can infer
expected returns on assets within the
reference portfolio.
The user can then blend their own return
forecasts with the implied returns. A
good presentation on blending is O'Toole
(2017), The Black-Litterman Model: Active
Risk Targeting and the Parameter Tau
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Conclusions
•

The classic method of constructing optimal portfolios requires informational inputs that are
never available, namely the true distributions of future asset returns

•

Four general methods have been proposed for dealing with estimation errors that lead to
biased portfolio compositions

•

Two processes, “robust” optimization and resampling modify the optimization computation in
either closed form or using numeric simulations to find a different optimal solution that
purportedly removes the biases.

•

The most widely process is to simply add a variety of constraints to the optimization
problem. Unfortunately, most practitioners do not sufficiently investigate the opportunity
costs of such constraints.

•

Northfield optimization software offers four different Bayesian method for estimation error
addressing both expectations in return and risk for a variety of portfolios.
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